[Introduction to statistical methodology].
Statistical analysis does not absolutely need very large samples to draw a valuable conclusion. It is not only calculation, but above all reflexion about methodology, and calculation itself is only a small part of it. It is the way to get the best information from the available data.The basic question is the following: what is the probability of drawing a given number of white balls from a box with 50 white and 50 black balls ? In 95% of the cases, this number will be between 2 and 8: this is the confidence interval with a 5% error level, which is the common significance level. This interval will be closer if the number of balls drawn increases: that is why large numbers of subjects are interesting on the statistical point of view.On the contrary, if 4 white and 6 black balls are drawn from a 100 ball box, can the proportion of white balls in this box be estimated ? With a 5% error level, the proportion will be between 10 and 70%: this is the confidence interval with a 5% error level. As before, this interval will be closer if the number of balls drawn increases.The common question is the comparison of two or more results: it follows the same but repeated principle. From a first 1.000 ball box are drawn 40 white and 60 black balls; from a second 1.000 ball box 60 white and 40 black balls are drawn: are the proportion of white balls different in both boxes? The confidence interval with a 5% error level for the first box is between 30 and 50%; the confidence interval with a 5% error level for the second box is between 50 and 70%. As these intervals have a common value, it is impossible to simply conclude a difference in composition. Statistical tests (Chi2 test) allow detection of more subtle differences: in this example the Chi2 test compares the result of a mathematical calculation to a theoretical value: the difference is significant (with a 5% error level) if the calculated value is over the theoretical one, then it can be concluded that the proportion of white balls are different in both boxes. It is important to notice that the statistical tests not only study means or percentages, but the actual number for each studied subject: as before, the test will detect a more subtle difference if the number of subjects increases.There are two risks of error during statistical calculations. a is the risk of drawing a false-positive conclusion: it is always under 5%. b is the risk of not finding an actual difference: it is the false-negative risk. Both risks are related to the number of subjects studied and to the smallest difference by a mathematical calculation. On the contrary this calculation let us know how many subjects have to be studied with given a and b risks. It is important to understand that the results of a statistical test only give a relation, that is an association between two observed results, but not always a correlation, that is a consequence of the observed results. The correlation can only be studied if the studied groups are comparable.Statistical calculation is only one step of the whole statistical methodology, which involves seven steps: to ask the question precisely, to define the accepted error level and the nescessary number of subjects; to define the study design, and to obtain comparability between the different subgroups: this can be better done by randomisation, which allows separation of prognostic factors at random in all subgroups studied; to choose the criteria for results; to collect the data; to choose the appropriate statistical test: each test has precise conditions of application, which have to be respected; to apply the test and to perform the mathematical calculation; to draw the conclusion.These basic principles have to be respected for a confident statistical study: - the methodology is the most important point and shoud be perfect; - the study must be designed before starting; - the computer and software are only helpful but do not work alone; - the correlation can only be studied if the subgroups are comparable; - the comparability is better controlled by randomisation.